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Exceptional USD Strength & Endogenous Risks  

 
“The things that you own end up owning you” – Fight Club 

Exceptional Strength: In our recent coverage of “higher for longer” USD*, we observed that “the sheer 

amplitude of … sweeping USD strength suggests it is not merely the garden variety Fed tightening reaction”. 

Admittedly, the pace of Fed rate hikes so far is at the fastest since the ‘70s. But neither amplitude of 

hikes nor levels of rates are sufficiently unprecedented to explain exceptional USD strength. Afterall, USD 

bulls have been conspicuously absent in a number of past Fed tightening cycles. 

 

Extreme Speed: Moreover, rarely have Fed tightening cycles incited such pronounced and sharp USD 

surge. To be sure, while the 1998-2000 episode of Fed tightening cycle resulted in similar USD gains, this 

was far more gradual; over 17 rather than 7 months. Point being, the extreme speed with which the USD 

has surged is a critical aspect of the USD’s exceptional gains.  

 

Edge of Uncharted: Taken together, the speed and strength of USD ascendancy border on uncharted 

territory; even for an aggressive Fed tightening cycle. A perfect storm of COVID impact and geo-politics 

have only provided USD bulls with the benefit of both “hawkish reflex” and “haven refuge”.  

 

Endogenous Risk: Trouble is, exceptional USD strength is an endogenous risk amplifying global policy 

headwinds, accentuating risks of global recession and financial shocks; as exacerbated imported inflation 

and credit/balance sheet shocks from currency mis-match threaten to cascade into dislocations and self-

reinforcing capital flight. In fact, even the Fed may be under-accounting for the USD’s tightening impact. 

Exceptional USD strength, rather than being owned by the Fed, could end up owning the Fed. 
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